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Salamander Launches Super-Slim Lighting  

System for Illuminating AV Cabinets and TVs 
 

Modular, Expandable, Affordable LED-Based Lights Deliver Dramatic 
Backlighting or In-Cabinet Highlights to Home Entertainment Units 

 

 
 

CEDIA EXPO, ATLANTA, Sept. 23, 2010 — Salamander Designs, Ltd., a leading 
designer and manufacturer of modern furniture, seating and mounting products 
for Home Theater and audio/video entertainment systems, introduces the 



Salamander Lighting System, a unique, modular LED-based illumination 
solution for high-quality A/V cabinets at CEDIA EXPO 2010. 
 
The new Lighting System complements Salamander’s line of accessory products 
that includes: the Furniture Mate, a free-standing, universal mount for HD TVs, 
an Infrared Repeater that allows a remote control to operate through solid doors, 
and its group of Power Conditioning Products. 
 
The Salamander Lighting System creates the ideal ambiance to complete a home 
entertainment experience. Its slim, versatile rods are modular, expandable, 
affordable and perfect for subtly or dramatically backlighting TVs, or for 
highlighting in-cabinet and under-cabinet spaces. Easy to operate, they can be 
used to brighten a single cabinet or illuminate an entire wall. When turned off, 
the system is virtually invisible. 
 
Best of all, the system’s light emitting diodes (LEDS) are designed to last and 
operate at environmentally friendly low-energy levels. A compact infrared 
remote allows for full dimming and brightness adjustments. 
 
The LEDs are embedded in narrow rods connected to a four-port, USB-type 
control hub. The basic Lighting System kit includes two 14-inch long rods, the 
control hub, and a remote control. The Lighting System can be expanded with 
additional rods of 14 and 23 inches. Custom installers can integrate the remote’s 
controls into larger macro environments or automated lighting scenarios. 
 
The new Salamander Lighting System will be available at the end of September 
at prices starting at $119 for a basic kit. This product can be seen with 
Salamander’s other outstanding products at the CEDIA Show, Booth 3546, 
Georgia World Congress Center. 
 
About Salamander Designs 
Salamander Designs, Ltd. is a leading manufacturer and marketer of furniture 
for the Consumer Electronics and Audio/Visual markets. Its versatile, advanced 



product lines feature a high level of configurability and customization that allow 
consumers to define specific product configurations to meet their needs. 
Salamander’s A/V furniture lines include the Chameleon Collection with 9 
decorator styles, each available in 18 different configurations, and the Archetype 
System. The Synergy System is a modular system that allows the consumer to 
create a virtually limitless number of possible product configurations. In short, 
Salamander can accommodate almost any design preference and A/V 
requirement. Its handsome Home Theater Seating can be similarly customized 
with a variety of materials, styling options and accessories, and its mounting 
systems for flat-panel displays make them easier than ever to integrate with A/V 
furniture or independently mount onto a wall or ceiling. Salamander Designs is 
based at 811 Blue Hills Avenue, Bloomfield CT 06002.  
 
For further technical information, visit Salamander’s website at 
www.salamanderdesigns.com  
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